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Theater: 'Clybourne Park' Moves to
Broadway; Property Values Rise

Clybourne Park *** 1/2 out of ****

Walter Kerr Theatre

The Pulitzer Prize-winning drama Clybourne Park has

just moved to Broadway and its new neighbors are not

happy about it. Can you blame them? Surely, Venus In

Furs, One Man, Two Guvnors, and Other Desert Cities -

- to name a few -- can't be happy that a show as razor-sharp, funny, and insightful as Bruce Norris's work

took two years to make it to Broadway, just in time to spoil their Tony fun. If only Tribes and Sons Of

The Prophet had jumped to Broadway as well, this would have been an historic year with one of the best

lineups of new plays in history. As it is, Clybourne Park will be battling those shows and the acting catnip

of Peter And The Starcatcher for all the top awards.

The story smartly uses the classic drama A Raisin In The Sun to tackle the enduring topic of race. The

first act is set in 1959, when a husband and wife are packing up to move to the suburbs from Chicago.

Pain simmers under the surface and the arrival of an affable priest finally unearths the fact that their war

veteran son committed suicide in that same home. But the play really explodes when a neighbor arrives

to reveal that the buyers of their home are black and what are they going to do about this? Act Two

jumps 50 years into the future when a white couple is moving back into this now run-down home,

brandishing plans for a McMansion on the tiny lot that will dwarf the other properties, thus raising the

ire of their new neighbors.

Playwright Bruce Norris has been nurtured by the Steppenwolf Theatre in Chicago for more than a

decade, with seven productions of his shows. Surely they can't all be this good, but since Clybourne Park

is the first show of his I've seen, I'm eager to find out. The play comments on and illuminates all sorts of

issues: race, class, gentrification, community, political correctness, and the decline and rebirth of cities,

to name just a few. But these aren't hot buttons pressed for effect; they are deeply embedded in the

characters and story. Still, I walked out of the show not discussing race but marveling over the subtleties

and structure of the play itself. The home at Clybourne Park has seen better days, but Norris's play is as

solidly constructed as they come. Lines from act one echo in act two, themes and ideas are deepened or

turned on their head, characters are true to themselves but constantly surprising and it's all very, very

funny in the intellectually stimulating way only the most daring of dramas can be.
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Frank Wood (Sideman, Angels In America) does some of his best, most understated work I've seen from

him as Russ, the father crushed by his son's suicide. Like all the characters, he is a rich and complicated

person. When a neighbor pressures him to renege on his agreement to sell, Frank resists, but not out of

some noble sentiment over what's right. He just doesn't give a damn anymore about the people who

treated his son like a leper after the young man was tarred with horrific war crimes. But he's equally

adamant about forcing his wife Bev (Christina Kirk) to face the fact that their boy really did commit the

atrocities he was charged with by the military. "He confessed!" Russ barks at her in a desperate attempt

to shatter her fragile denial. Wood's insistence on not letting his neighbor Karl (Jeremy Shamos) say

another word on the topic of the Negro family moving in (he simply repeats the word "no" over and over

before the guy can get more than a word or two out) is just one of many comic highlights.

Shamos is a marvel as that seemingly reasonable neighbor, the one character that also appears in A

Raisin In The Sun, where he tries to buy off the Youngers from moving into the all-white neighborhood.

In the 2009 act, Shamos is the male half of the couple moving in that finds himself in a racist joke-off

with Kevin (a superb Damon Gupton) when he begins to tell a joke about a white man going to prison

and sharing a cell with a much larger black man. As Steve, Shamos insists the joke isn't racist, sparking

an hilarious and pointed exchange that draws as many ooohs of "you shouldn't have said that" as

outright chuckles, which might be at his predicament or the other characters' reactions or -- who knows?

-- at the jokes themselves.

Indeed, every cast member shines thanks to the dual roles they get to play in each act. Annie Parisse is

very good as the deaf wife of the weasel of a neighbor Karl as well as the pregnant wife moving into the

new home in 2009. In one of Norris's many smart gambits, we see how society has changed in how we

talk about and deal with the deaf. But as anyone who has seen the tremendous play Tribes is aware,

that's a far cry from being fully accepting and comfortable with it. Time and again, Norris demonstrates

how the words we use may change but the fault lines of race and gender and (dis)ability remain. In the

first act, only one character curses and it seems shocking to the rest, like tossing a stink bomb into

church. In the second act, virtually everyone casually curses with abandon at the odd moment and no one

blinks twice. Racial identity may have changed from colored to Negro to African American to black, but

racist jokes that play on stereotypes endure.

Brendan Griffin has perhaps the least interesting part as the priest in act one and a lawyer in act two, but

he captures the diffidence of a man of the cloth caught up in personal turmoil he's unequipped and

perhaps uninterested in dealing with. Having his very different character in act two be gay is yet another

subtle touch about the changing times. (In the 1950s a gay man might have found refuge in becoming a

priest rather than risking arrest and societal shame, of course.) I went back and forth on Christina Kirk's

work in act one. She's hilariously droll as a lawyer for the couple moving in during act two, always one-

upping the other characters on any topic at hand. But Bev in the first act is more sitcom-y surface than

the brittle way she was presented in the London production. (One of the many strengths of the play is

that it's clear new productions can bring out different facets of the work.) She's obviously hiding deep

emotions that -- like the priest -- she's wholly incapable of dealing with. It's very funny work that at times

won me over and other times might have been dialed back just a tad. But I loved how she let Bev stumble

across easy but true sentiments that everyone else thoroughly ignored.

Crystal A Dickinson as the maid Francine in act one and Lena, the neighbor unhappy with plans for a

McMansion on their block in act two gets the most satisfying spin. Dickinson indulges in a little eye-

rolling over Bev's silliness and tiresome directions in the first part, an unlikely and dangerous tic for a

maid. But that's the only misstep in an otherwise marvelous display of controlled fury as she struggles to

maintain her composure and dignity (and job) while dealing with a constant stream of insulting
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assumptions, indifference (Bev can't even remember how many children Francine has), and faux

friendship. (Watching her stiffen ever so slightly when Bev hugs her is marvelous.) When the men corner

this maid and ask her opinion about what it would be like to move into this white neighborhood,

watching Francine carefully choose her words as she tries to circumspectly say what they want to hear,

avoid anything controversial, wiggle out of the entire predicament and yet not say something so toadying

that she'll be ashamed of herself is yet another bravura moment for this show.

She is matched note for note by Damon Gupton, an actor (and orchestra conductor) I was mostly

unfamiliar with. As often happens, the flashier parts like that of Shamos will probably get the most

awards attention. But Gupton's subtle work as the husband of both the maid Francine and the unhappy

neighbor Lena (who refers to that same job as being a domestic) is as good as anyone on stage. He gives

Albert just the right note of being his own man, ready to help the white folks carry a heavy foot locker

down the stairs even though he knows his wife objects and just wants to leave. Their prickly relationship

is sketched in vivid, quick banter. Albert doesn't "yes'm" to the white people so much as be as polite as he

would to anyone else. He quietly tries to edge out the door when the white folk begin to bicker but

conveys the feeling that this is not a black man knowing his place but a black man comfortable with who

he is but aware of the time he lives in.

Bev repeatedly tries to foist on Albert an ungainly chafing dish that she no longer wants and when Albert

finally stops her with a firm but commanding no, it's as powerful as any moment in the show. "We don't

want your stuff," Albert says and to Bev his refusal is shocking and confusing and somehow...well, she

can't quite voice it but she senses it is telling of something deeper. This lost soul knows she's stepped on a

land mine but has no idea why or how or what to do next. Both Dickinson and Gupton relish the freedom

their characters enjoy in the second act without ever trying to soften the complex people these

individuals are. Dickinson clearly lets Lena savor the one racist joke she lobs at the end of that furious

exchange in act two. And Gupton makes the most of one of the funniest entrances a character might have.

It's a true ensemble matched in every particular by the seamless, marvelous work of director Pam

MacKinnon that knows serious subjects do not have to come at the expense of entertainment. The sets by

Daniel Ostling are especially wonderful in capturing the passage of time, joined neatly by the perfect

costumes of Ilona Somogyi and the subtle lighting of Allen Lee Hughes.The sound design of John

Gromada is appropriately invisible.

The marvel here is that I can imagine both different productions of the play (some more somber and

scathing) and better ones. Perhaps the best production would mine further the pain of that son's death.

The show ends with the young man in his military uniform, writing what we know to be a suicide note,

which another character 50 years in the future is simultaneously reading. It's not a bad ending and had a

certain resonance, but it wasn't wholly intertwined into what came before. That's a minor cavil about an

excellent production of a great play. Every new home can use a little work but clearly the neighborhood

just went up in value.
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Broadway By The Year: 1997 ** 1/2

Carrie ** 1/2

The Cherry Orchard with Dianne Wiest **

Chinglish * 1/2

Close Up Space *

Clybourne Park *** 1/2

Crane Story **

Cymbeline at Barrow Street Theatre ***

Damn Yankees **

Death Of A Salesman with Philip Seymour Hoffman ** 1/2

Dedalus Lounge * 1/2

Early Plays (Eugene O'Neill at St. Ann's Warehouse) *

End Of The Rainbow * 

Ernani at Met w Angela Meade *** 1/2

An Evening With Patti Lupone and Mandy Patinkin ***

Evita * 1/2

Follies *** 1/2
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Fragments  ***

Galileo with F. Murray Abraham **

The Gershwins' Porgy And Bess *** 1/2

Godspell ** 1/2

Goodbar * 1/2

Gore Vidal's The Best Man ** 1/2

Hair ***

Hand To God ***

Hero: The Musical  * 1/2

How The World Began * 1/2

Hugh Jackman: Back On Broadway ***

Hurt Village ***

Irving Berlin's White Christmas ***

It's Always Right Now, Until It's Later *** 1/2

Jesus Christ Superstar * 1/2

King Lear at Public with Sam Waterston **

Krapp's Last Tape with John Hurt ***

The Lady From Dubuque ** 1/2

Lake Water **

Leo ***

Love's Labor's Lost at the PublicLab ** 1/2

Lysistrata Jones *

Magic/Bird *

The Maids **

Man And Boy * 1/2

The Man Who Came To Dinner **

Maple And Vine **

Master Class w Tyne Daly ** 1/2

Measure For Measure/Shakespeare in the Park ***

Milk Like Sugar ***

Mission Drift * 1/2

Misterman ** 1/2

The Mountaintop ** 1/2

Newsies  at Papermill **

Newsies  On Broadway ** 1/2

Ninth And Joanie *

No Place To Go ** 1/2

Now. Here. This. * 1/2

Olive and The Bitter Herbs ** 1/2

On A Clear Day You Can See Forever  * 1/2

Once *** 1/2

Once on Broadway ****

One Arm ***

Other Desert Cities on Broadway ** 1/2

Painting Churches * 1/2

Peter And The Starcatcher *** 1/2

Pigpen's The Nightmare Story *** 1/2

Private Lives **

Queen Of The Mist  ** 1/2

Radio City Christmas Spectacular ** 1/2

Regrets * 1/2

Relatively Speaking * 1/2

Richard III w Kevin Spacey at BAM *** 

The Road To Mecca ** 1/2

Samuel & Alasdair: A Personal History Of The Robot War ** 1/2

The Select (The Sun Also Rises) ** 1/2 

Seminar **

Septimus & Clarissa  *** 1/2

Shlemiel The First ** 1/2 

Silence! The Musical  * 1/2

69 Degrees South * 1/2

Song From The Uproar **

Sons Of The Prophet *** 1/2

Sontag: Reborn *

Spiderman: Turn Off The Dark * 1/2

Standing On Ceremony: The Gay Marriage Plays **

Stick Fly **

The Submission **
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FOLLOW ENTERTAINMENT

Super Night Shot ** 1/2

Sweet and Sad ** 

The Table ** 1/2

Titus Andronicus at Public with Jay O. Sanders * 1/2

Tribes *** 1/2

The Ugly One **

Unnatural Acts ***

Venus In Fur ***

We Live Here **

Wild Animals You Should Know ** 1/2

Wit ** 1/2

Zarkana **

NEW YORK MUSICAL THEATRE FESTIVAL 2011

Blanche: The Bittersweet Life Of A Wild Prairie Dame *** 1/2

Central Avenue Breakdown ** 1/2

Crazy, Just Like Me ***

Cyclops: A Rock Opera *

Ennio: The Living Paper Cartoon ** 1/2

F---ing Hipsters **

Ghostlight **

Gotta Getta Girl ** 1/2 for staged reading

Greenwood *

Jack Perry Is Alive (And Dating) * 1/2

Kiki Baby ** 1/2

Kissless * 1/2

Madame X **

The Pigeon Boys ***

Time Between Us * 1/2

Tut  **

FRINGEFEST NYC 2011

Araby *

The Bardy Bunch **

Books On Tape ** 1/2

Civilian **

Hard Travelin' With Woody ***

Leonard Cohen Koans *** 1/2

The More Loving One **

The Mountain Song *** 1/2

Paper Cuts ***

Parker & Dizzy's Fabulous Journey To The End Of The Rainbow ** 1/2

Pearl's Gone Blue ***

Rachel Calof ** 1/2

Romeo & Juliet: Choose Your Own Ending **

2 Burn * 1/2

Walls and Bridges  **

What The Sparrow Said ** 1/2

Yeast Nation ***

Thanks for reading. Michael Giltz is the cohost of Showbiz Sandbox, a weekly pop culture podcast that

reveals the industry take on entertainment news of the day and features top journalists and opinion

makers as guests. It's available for free on iTunes. Visit Michael Giltz at his website and his daily blog.

Download his podcast of celebrity interviews and his radio show, also called Popsurfing and also

available for free on iTunes. Link to him on Netflix and gain access to thousands of ratings and reviews.

Note: Michael Giltz is provided with free tickets to shows with the understanding that he will be

writing a review.

Follow Michael Giltz on Twitter: www.twitter.com/michaelgiltz

Read more from Huffington Post bloggers:

Michael Giltz: Theater: Streetcar Named Desire Is a Local, Not Express; One Man, Two Guvnors
Three Cheers
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The Ultimate
'Gangnam Style'
Mashup (VIDEO)

Guns N' Roses
Slash Once Caught

David...

Samuel L. Jackson:
'Unfair' Hurricane

Isaac Avoid...

'2016: Obama's
America' Fact-

Check

With no world to set this story in, no community to surround it and no raw passion and danger to
inflame it, the ride on this Streetcar is all too smooth.

More in Entertainment...
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It's a very informative article. Keep up the good work!
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